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Abstract

A huge bilingual corpus of English and Japanese is being built
at ATR Spoken Language Translation Research Laboratories in
order to enhance speech translation technology, so that people
can use a portable translation system for traveling abroad, din-
ing and shopping, as well as hotel situations. As a part of these
corpus construction activities, we have been collecting dialogue
data using an experimental translation system between English
and Japanese. The purpose of this data collection is to study the
communication behaviors and linguistic expressions preferred
in front of such systems. We use human typists to transcribe
the users’ utterances and input them into a machine translation
system between English and Japanese instead of using speech
recognition systems. In this paper, we present an overview of
our activities and discussions based on the basic characteristics.

1. Introduction
The current tasks of speech translation are goal-oriented coop-
erative dialogues such as travel conversations. Such dialogues
usually consist of short utterances. A huge corpus covers the
variations in the expression of short utterances. Therefore,
corpus-based technologies are promising for speech translation.

There are three important points to consider in designing
and constructing a corpus for future speech translation research.
The first is to have a variety of speech samples, with a wide
range of pronunciations, speaking styles, and speakers. The
second is to have data for a variety of situations. A “situation”
means one of various limited circumstances in which the sys-
tem’s user finds himself/herself, such as airport, hotel, restau-
rant, shopping, and travel circumstances; it also involves vari-
ous speakers’ roles, such as communication with a middle-aged
stranger, a stranger wearing jeans, a waiter/waitress, or a hotel
clerk. The third is to have a variety of expressions.

According to our previous study [1], human-to-machine
conversational speech data had similar characteristics to human-
to-human indirect communication speech data, such as spoken
dialogues between Japanese and English speakers through hu-
man interpreters. Moreover, the human-to-human indirect com-
munication data had an intermediate characteristic, i.e., it was
positioned somewhere between direct communication data, that
is, Japanese monolingual conversations, and read speech data
from conversational text. If we assume that a speaker would
accept a machine-friendly speaking style, we could take a great
step forward: a clear separation of speech data collection and
bilingual data collection. In the following, we focus on bilin-
gual language data collection and discuss solutions to the sec-
ond and third points, i.e., varieties of situations and expressions.

In order to cover a variety of situations, ATR Laborato-
ries have collected a Basic Travel Expression Corpus (BTEC)
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o cover a variety of expressions, ATR Laboratories have
ied to collect paraphrases of many basic expressions [3].
two trials succeeded in collecting a large data size, how-
he characteristics might be different from the targets with
speech translation systems must deal, because neither of
re transcriptions of spoken utterances.
order to study the communication behaviors and linguis-
ressions preferred in front of speech translation systems,
rted to collect Machine-translation-Aided bilingual Di-
s (MAD) using an experimental translation system be-
English and Japanese. We use human typists to transcribe
ers’ utterances and input them into a machine translation

between English and Japanese instead of using speech
ition systems, because we want to first focus on a com-

t technology: Machine Translation (MT).
ction 2 describes the necessity of MT-aided dialogues.
n 3 describes an experimental system construction. Sec-
presents dialogue experiments. Section 5 offers discus-
Finally, section 6 gives our conclusion.

2. Necessity of MT-Aided Dialogues
Laboratories have collected a Basic Travel Expression
s (BTEC) [2] and a bilingual travel conversation corpus
oken Language (SLDB) [4]. BTEC and SLDB are de-

to be complementary. BTEC is a collection of Japanese
ces and their English translations, while SLDB is a col-
of transcriptions of bilingual spoken dialogues. Whereas
covers a wide variety of travel domains, SLDB covers a

d domain, i.e., hotel situations. The size of BTEC is more
00,000 sentences, while the size of SLDB is more than

0 sentences.
ccording to our previous study [2], there might be some
nces between the target with which speech translation
s must deal and the bilingual corpora built at ATR Labo-
s.

contains edited colloquial travel expressions, which are
not transcriptions, so some people might not use simi-
lar expressions and its frequency distribution might be
different from actual dialogues.

does not contain any recognition/translation errors be-
cause professional human interpreters help communica-
tion between people speaking different languages. How-
ever, even a state-of-the-art speech translation system
cannot avoid recognition/translation errors.

achine-translation-Aided bilingual Dialogues (MAD) are
ary for a discussion on the quantitative analysis of the
nce between the target of speech translation and these

ra. Of course, this kind of dialogue data is also used for
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Figure 1: Experimental system configuration

performance evaluation tests of basic component technologies,
such as speech recognition and machine translation.

NESPOLE! assumes the use of e-commerce so its cor-
pus contains dialogues through the Internet [5]. We assume a
portable translation system for traveling abroad so our corpus
contains face-to-face dialogues. Verbmobil [6] also assumed
face-to-face dialogues but its corpus did not contain MT-aided
bilingual dialogues.

3. Experimental System Construction
Figure 1 shows an experimental system configuration. An En-
glish typist transcribes an English utterance and inputs it into
a machine translation system from English to Japanese. The
translated Japanese text and its synthesized speech are sent to
a Japanese speaker. Likewise, a Japanese typist transcribes a
Japanese utterance and inputs it into a machine translation sys-
tem from Japanese to English. The translated English text and
its synthesized speech are sent to an English speaker. By re-
peating this, an MT-aided bilingual dialogue continues. Speech
waves, transcriptions, and translated texts are stored in log files.

A combined system of an extended TDMT (Transfer Driven
Machine Translation) system [7] and a D3 (DP-matching
Driven transDucer) system [8] was used for a Japanese-to-
English translation system. If the value of a distance measure
between input and translation examples was less than 0.2, the
result of the D3 system was selected; otherwise, the result of
the extended TDMT system was selected. An extended TDMT
system was used for an English-to-Japanese translation system.
CHATR [9] was used as a Japanese speech synthesis system.
As for an English speech synthesis system, CHATR was used
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Table 2: Average number of words per utterance

BTEC SLDB MAD1 MAD2
Japanese 6.87 13.30 10.00 12.57
English 5.87 11.27 10.25 11.06

e first series of dialogue experiments, and AT&T Labs’
al Voices

" $

was used for the second series of dialogue
ments.

4. Dialogue Experiments
eries of dialogue experiments were carried out: the first
of dialogue experiments (MAD1); and the second series
logue experiments (MAD2). Table 1 shows an overview.
ient typists were able to carry out their work accurately
ickly enough for these experiments.
the first series of dialogue experiments, mobile phones

PDA were used as user interfaces. A Japanese speaker
mobile phone and an English speaker used another mo-

hone. Both speakers shared a PDA as a display device.
ver, users found it difficult to understand the state-of-the-
thesized speech through a mobile phone, so they almost

s looked at the display device to confirm the output. Thus,
er interface was not so good for the experiment.
the second series of dialogue experiments, headset mi-

ones with headphones and small-sized portable PCs were
s user interfaces. The headset microphone quality was

adequate for current dialogue speech recognition research
e mobile phone quality.

fter explaining the purpose of the experiment, instructions
iven to dialogue participants such as (1) Speak loudly and
; (2) One utterance must be done within ten seconds; and

rors sometimes occur. In such cases, try to continue the
ue by uttering a confirmation or re-speaking. The leader
experiment sometimes advised the participants during the
ments.

5. Discussions
asic Characteristics

basic characteristics, Table 2 shows the average number
rds per utterance, Table 3 shows the average number of
Table 1: Overview of dialogue experiments

MAD1 MAD2
Purpose To verify feasibility To study the relationship between task achievement

and the number of utterances
Task Short dialogues such as asking an unknown foreigner

whether there is a taxi stand nearby
Slightly complicated dialogues, such as planning a lo-
cal tour and making reservations for it

(8 turns per dialogue on average) (49 turns per dialogue on average)
Period 12 days from May to June 2002 11 days from August to September 2002
Japanese speakers Two people per day, total 24 people (19 participants) One person per day, total 11 people (11 participants)
English speakers One person per day, total 12 people (12 participants) One person per day, total 11 people (11 participants)
User interface Mobile phones and a PDA Headset microphones with headphones and small-

sized portable PCs
Task settings 49 patterns 8 patterns
The number of utterances Total 3,568 utterances Total 3,404 utterances
The number of dialogues Total 445 dialogues Total 69 dialogues



Table 3: Average number of sentences per utterance

BTEC SLDB MAD1 MAD2
Japanese 1.07 1.35 1.29 1.44
English 1.08 1.38 1.61 1.54

Table 4: Simple and complex sentences in Japanese

BTEC SLDB MAD1 MAD2
Simple sentences 82.8% 65.9% 68.3% 72.0%
Complex sentences 17.2% 34.1% 31.7% 28.0%

sentences per utterance, and Table 4 shows the percentages of
simple and complex sentences in Japanese. All of these tables
include the values of BTEC and SLDB as well as MAD1 and
MAD2.

According to these tables, the basic characteristics of MAD
are similar to those of SLDB, that is, transcriptions of bilingual
conversations through human interpreters. The basic character-
istics of BTEC are different from those of MAD and SLDB.
The sentences in BTEC are very short, and more than 80% of
BTEC sentences are simple sentences.

5.2. Confirmation Utterances Caused by System Errors

The basic characteristics of MAD are similar to those of SLDB,
however, SLDB does not contain any recognition/translation
errors. Therefore, we carried out an analysis of confirmation
utterances caused by system errors. Utterances in MAD were
classified into the following three categories, which are similar
to speech act types.

(a) Initiate actions and usual confirmations

(c) Confirmation utterances caused by system errors

(e) Replies, follow-ups, and others

If one utterance had some meaningful units, such as sen-
tences, the utterances were given more than one category such
as “ae.” There were a few utterances which had no categories
because of mis-operation. Table 5 shows the result of this clas-
sification of utterances.

The experimental system was a kind of speech translation
system which had an extremely accurate speech recognition

Table 5: Classification of utterances

MAD1 MAD2
Japanese English Japanese English

a 518 (29%) 440 (24%) 359 (22%) 292 (17%)
c 74 (4%) 48 (3%) 75 (5%) 93 (5%)
e 877 (50%) 878 (49%) 910 (55%) 940 (54%)
ac 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 11 (1%) 1 (0%)
ae 302 (17%) 428 (24%) 265 (16%) 422 (24%)
ce 0 (0%) 2 (0%) 23 (1%) 6 (0%)
ace 0 (0%) 1 (0%) 3 (0%) 1 (0%)
no 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (0%) 2 (0%)
Total 1771 (100%) 1797 (100%) 1647 (100%) 1757 (100%)
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(1)
. Confirmation utterances caused by system errors oc-
approximately 5% of the time with the state-of-the-art
tion system for spoken dialogues under such conditions.
mation utterances caused by system errors could be clas-
into two categories: (1) Fixed form of confirmations;
nfirmations that contain previous utterances of the other
Typical examples for those are as follows.

Fixed form of confirmations
“Could you repeat what you said? I couldn’t under-
stand.”
“Sorry, can you repeat that?”

Confirmations that contain previous utterances of the
other party
“Are you saying that I can have the single room for
tonight, and then exchange it for the double room tomor-
row?”
“Did you say you’d like to find a Chinese restaurant
here?”

he fixed form of confirmations tended to be used when
nslation output of the previous utterance could not convey
formation. Confirmations that contain previous utterances
other party tended to be used when the translation output
previous utterance could convey some information but
ere grammatically broken.

TEC contains basic expressions, such as “Could you say
ain?”, so that BTEC and its paraphrases are expected to

the fixed form of confirmations.

ask Achievement and the Number of Utterances

second series of experiments, we studied the relation-
etween task achievement and the number of utterances, in
ular, the influences of confirmation utterances caused by

errors upon task achievements. We selected twelve sub-
such as deciding on a local tour, for this analysis. Table
s the result of the relationship between task achievement

e number of utterances. Six pairs are selected and shown
table from eleven pairs of the second series. Pairs 1, 2,
gave joyful impressions to three dialogue observers and

4, 5, and 6 gave boring impressions to them. The num-
parentheses indicates the number of utterances caused by

errors. The “—” symbol indicates that the subtask was
rried out by the pair.
ccording to Table 6, the number of utterances for subtasks
to depend upon the personalities of the dialogue partici-

even if the confirmation utterances by system errors might
ome influence.

ich Communications and Efficient Communications

own in Table 6, joyful pairs, such as 2 and 3, tended to
many utterances. They tended to say not only the re-
items but also optional related topics. They also tended
complex sentences and to say more than one sentence

terance. Some of the other speakers tended to use simple
ces and to say one sentence per utterance. Here, we call
two groups: (1) Rich communications; and (2) Efficient
unications. Typical examples are as follows:

Rich communications
“I need to go downtown. Could you tell me where I get
on the bus?”
“I’m looking for a spring jacket. Is there anything in
blue?”



(2) Efficient communications
“Where is a taxi stand?”
“ I’m looking for a black jacket.”

BTEC contains basic travel expressions, such as “Where
is a taxi stand?” However, it is too rude to just say “Where
is a taxi stand?” to a stranger in either English or Japanese, so
such a basic expression is rarely used in human communications
even when using a speech translation system. This suggests that
good communications may have many utterances and words for
achieving a task.

5.5. Future Research Directions

Humans tend to communicate as part of their daily social life, so
they prefer to use complex sentences and to say more than one
sentence per utterance. There are two directions for future re-
search. One is to collect such preferred expressions from basic
travel expressions in BTEC by making paraphrases. The other
is to instruct users of speech translation systems to use simple
sentences and to say one sentence per utterance. It may be too
hard for speakers of rich communications to change their com-
munication style rapidly. After conducting some experiments,
such as speaker and language model adaptation, we will exam-
ine user instruction methods based on expected improvements
of speech recognition accuracy. We will also conduct some
analysis of the relationship between translation quality and the
communication behaviors of speakers.

6. Conclusion

As part of corpus construction activities for future speech trans-
lation research, we have been collecting dialogue data using an
experimental translation system between English and Japanese.
The purpose of this data collection is to study the communica-
tion behaviors and linguistic expressions preferred in front of
such systems. We will continue to analyze the collected dia-
logue data. We have already selected some test sets from the
data and are currently preparing performance evaluation tests
of basic component technologies, such as speech recognition
and machine translation. In the near future, we plan to collect
field data after introducing a speech recognition system instead
of human typists.
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